


importance of enhancing coordination especially with res ect to programs of work and avoiding
overlap among these bodies. However, it is important to kee  in mind that despite ap arent overla s,
the Unit should continue to work in the manner for which its mandate sets it apart from both OIOS
and Bo A.

6. The Group takes note of the filling of all posts in the Unit and its correlation to a better
discharge of its mandate. We also acknowledge the call made by the JIU regarding the potential for
having Junior P ofessional Officers from countries of the South, as an important way to enhance the
diversity and exchange of knowledge in the Unit.

Madam Chair,

7. As is customary, the Group will be interested to examine Jhe review of the acceptance and
implementation of the JIU's recommendations by organizations. We believe that the legislative
organs of all participating organiz tions should fully consider and discuss JIU reports and their
Secretariat entities should fully implement the accepted recommendations. The Group continues to
be concerned at the low rate of acceptance and implementation of recommendations by some
organizations and will seek clarification in this regard, especially the lac  of inputs from some of
these organizations.

8. Related to this, the Group co mends the progress achieved in implementing relevant GA
resolutions towards maintaining a well-functioning web-based system for tracking u -to-date
information on the status of implementation of recommendations of the Unit. The Group will be keen
to learn about the results of the migration of the web-based tracking system and the Unit s website to
platforms managed by the Secretariat in 2018, as well as about the plans to enhance the functionality
of the web-based tracking system requested by the Unit that are being developed by the Office of
Information and Communications Technology.

Madam Chair,

9. With respect to the 2019 p ogram of work of the Unit, the G oup appreciates the diversity of
the p ojects that will be undertaken, including the completion of those pending.  e also
acknowledge the work that the Unit will carry out this year to develop a successor strategic
framework for the period 2020-2029. We look forward, in the development of the said st ategic
framework, to the Unit taking into account the system-wide commitment to support the 2030
Agenda, and the Increased need for accountability and transparency in a United Nations that is
continuously changing.

10. In conclusion, Madam Chair, the Group of 77 and China would like to assure you of its
readiness to engage constructively in the upcoming discussions with the aim of concluding this
important agenda item in a timely fashion.

I thank you.




